
MOO MOO, BROWN COW 
 

 
Through the eyes of a cat, travel through this book and count the colorful 
baby animals that this kitty considers his friends! 
 
Author:  Jakki Wood 
Illustrator:  Rog Bonner 
Ages:  0-3 
Pages:  24 
 
Themes:  Counting 
      Animal sound recognition 
      Color identification 
 
There are lots of babies and bright colors to talk about in this book.  After 
you’ve read each page, ask your child to make the sound that the baby 
animal makes.  Talk to them about what the baby is called (the calf belongs 
to the cow, etc.).  By asking your child to add information to your 
conversation, they are learning how to follow simple directions. 
 
Each page is written with a fun rhythm.  By having your child move to the 
beat, he/she is developing their sense of rhythm as well as an appreciation of 
music.   
 
As you talk about what color is mentioned on each page, talk about other 
things that may be the same color (brown cow, brown candy bar, brown 
shoes).  The next time you’re driving in the car or going for a walk, identify 
more things that are the same color. 
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